
Title of the presentation - Digital Innovation Clusters 

 

Abstract (coverage) of the presentation - Disruption and Innovation are key vectors in any 

conversation today. We are noticing the virtual clusters forming today - just like automobile, 

or finance, or hardware design in the past. What are the elements that contributes to these 

clusters? What are they? who are the players? what are its components? How are they related 

to what we do? What are Unicorns? Why are they important? How are technology radar 

helping in managing innovation? with opportunity to hold a discussion thru a Q&A 
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Your profile (in about 200 words. If more, pl add weblink for additional info) - Murali an 
IIT, Madras, Alumnus graduated in the year 1981. He has over 25+ years of experience in IT, 
disruptions, and innovations that covers diversified experience in deep tech, architecture, design, 
development, delivery, compliance / regulation and consulting. Murali, a technology enthusiast, 
been an individual contributor, participated and developed several innovation programs with 
Universities and Corporate world. He had been technology adviser for several corporations, 
universities, startups and government entities. He as a member of Global Technology Vision Team, 
developed Technology Radar as a tool for addressing a broad brush of technologies 
strategically needed for business / digital transformation in corporations. He had published 
Technology Vision Document that focused on following key trends in Technologies. Leveraged social 
media platform to post articles and offered necessary technology nudge. He had offered Technology 
advice as a service to startups, mid-sized corporation and is an active member in CTO Forum of 
CII. He had been proliferating disruptive innovations and emerging technologies with colleges and 
universities through their TBI (Technology Business Incubator programs) and had also been 
evangelizing these trends in conferences, workshops, hackathons, and professional forums and 
blogging about it.  

 
Specialties: Design Thinking, Smart Cities, Speed Geeking, Crowd sourcing, Disruptive innovations, 
Block Chain, Wearable computing, Internet of things, Chatbots, VR / AR.  
 


